
50 South Center Street, Unit 10, Orange, New Jersey 07050 l (973) 672-9300 l (973) 672-3939 

August 25,2003 

Re: Second request to expedite the appeal for the, revocation of the application 
of the AIP (FR 10.25) 

The Commissioner 
Dockets Management Branch 
Food and Drug Administration 
Department of Health and Human Services 
Room 4-62 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Dear Commissioner, 

It has been more than six months since we requested that you expedite our appeal of 
March 11, 2002 to revoke the determination made by the Food and Drug 
Administration that the provisions of the Application Integrity Policy (Alp) (also known 
as the Fraud, Untrue Statements of Material Facts, Bribery and Illegal Gratuities 
Policy) should be applied to Endotec, Inc. 

It has been eighteen months since we appealed to your office and our request, six 
months ago, for expedited action has not produced any results apparent to us. Such 
delays without any apparent significant steps of which we are aware seems to 
indicate that there is no viable appeal process for us within the FDA. 

Our problem was not one of fraud but of personnel and system failures. An 
appropriate response of the FDA should have been corrective in nature not punitive. 
If the FDA had followed its stated policy, and informed us of the failures on which the 
AIP is based, before applying the AIP the corrective measures would have been 
initiated. Instead the FDA clearly violated its stated policy and applied the AIP without 
prior notification preventing corrective action before punitive measures were taken. 
Clearly this is improper. Why should it take so long to take action on our appeal? Our 
position on this matter is given in our letter of April 30, 2002, which is enclosed as 
Attachment A for your reference. 

In my opinion the FDA’s position with regard to us and to mobile bearing ankle 
devices adversely affects the welfare of the people the FDA is obligated to protect. 
Furthermore, this position also adversely affects the FDA itself. Mobile bearing 
devices of the type denied patients in the USA are routinely used in Europe while 
those types that the FDA allows are not. This is true since the effects of an 
apparently initially erroneous and certainly currently obsolete FDA classification, 
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which we have asked the FDA to correct does not inhibit European surgeons. 
Experience has taught these surgeons that mobile devices are better. This has been 
made clear at several, recent, international conferences on ankle replacement, 
papers from which are enclosed (See Attachments B & C). In particular, Dr. Rippstein 
in his paper cites the FDA as the reason for the difference in ankle usage between 
the USA and Europe. It appears that where a surgeon is free to choose they will 
select devices, the sale of which the FDA prevents, Do you think this situation does 
credit to the FDA? 

Furthermore, the FDA promotes an apparently dangerous device (see Attachment D 
as the most recent example), which meets its obsolete classification criterion by 
allowing its sale and by recommending it directly in letters to patients (please refer to 
the enclosed FDA letters to patients and legislators, Attachments E & F). As 
Rippstein points out only the Agility is used in our country because of the FDA. Do 
you think such action does credit to the FDA? 

We see the actions of the FDA in this whole matter as damaging to everyone, not 
only us. We again ask for you to quickly resolve this matter and further to help us in 
our reclassification and PMA efforts to make mobile bearing ankles available to 
patients in the USA so that its patients may have the same superior treatment 
available to the rest of the world. 

Sincerely 

Michael J. Pappas Ph.D., P.E. 
President. Endotec 

Cc. Les Weinstein, Tracy Forfa, Steve Ziemba 

Encl. 
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TO: 

Jenny Butler 
COMPANV! 

FDA - Ombhmen’s Of&e 
FAX NUMBBR: 

301-827-6870 
PHONR NUMBER: 

301-827-3390 
m: 

citizen’s Petition 

T;R(bM: 

Jated Pappas 
DA’I’$: 

I O/8/2003 
TCI’L’AI, NO. OP PAGES INCLUDING C0VP.R: 

3 
SBNDUR’S RRYRRENCE NUMBSR: 

Endotec Appeal 
YCXlRREPEPEiNCENUMBIR: 

Dear Ms. But& 

With reference to my xecetit relephom ~onve.rsati~n with MS. Lake Lenkel, please find aetached 
Sections lo:30 c and e, in order to complete B citizen’s petition Wed with you dqvlxnent 

Tbis appeal was +inally fited in Febv 2002 and OUY Rtjassificgtion petition was tied August 
2001. T&s&ore, having akeady wa&d years for evolution ti &is issue, we w&d appreciate an 
exp&hd review of thi5 petition. To wait a f&&r% dmonths (180 days) woui& in ou opinion, be 
&&et& to the Araerican publit a~ a whale. 

l%ank you for you attentiou in this mattex 

sincerely, 

Jpred Pappits 
Endotec Inc. 
jpappas@endorec.com 
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Citizen Petition 

Environmental Impact 
[As required by 21 CF’R 10.30(c)] 

The undersigned believes, that under 21 CFR 25.34 (b), this action is of a type that does 

not individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the human environment. 

Therefore, neither an environmental assessment nor an environmental impact statement is 

required. 

Michael J. Pappas, Ph.D.. P, E. 

$I South Center Street. Unit 10. Ora~~ge NJ 07050 
[Address] 

973-672-3200 
[Telephone] 
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Cltlzen Petition 

CERTIFICATION 
[As required by 2 1 CFR 10.30(e)] 

The undersigned certifies, that, to the best knowledge and belief of the undersigned, this 

petition includes all information and views on which the petition relies, and that it 

includes representative data and information known to the petitioner which are 

unfavorable to the petition. 

Michael J. Pappas, Ph.D.. P. E. 
d [Typed name] 

50 South Center Street, Unit 10. Orange NJ 07050 1 
[Address] 

973-672-3200 
[Telephone] 
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